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Every year, thousands of students – mostly female – embark upon courses that will lead them to become nurses. Enrolled in Nursing Training Institutes, they will spend their time between lectures, practical exercises and internships. An difficult process during which they will have to acquire a great deal of knowledge, master numerous technical procedures and prepare themselves for heavy responsibilities.

This film follows the ups and downs of an apprenticeship that will confront them, often at a young age, with human fragility, suffering, illness, the flaws in souls and bodies. It therefore talks about us all, about our humanity.
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This film was made with the complicity of Linda De Zitter
There are currently over 330 Nursing Training Institutes in France. Often attached to a hospital, they vary in size. The largest can accommodate up to 300 students in each year, the smaller ones around forty. The majority of them are public, but there are also private institutes, such as those attached to a private hospital group or the Red Cross. Teaching methods may vary from one institute to the next but they must all respect the same «competency framework» and prepare students for the same state diploma.

During her training, each student will have to do six internships, one per semester. There are four types, each representing a «range of situations»: an internship in «acute care», in other words in hospitals; an internship «in mental health and psychiatry»; an internship in «long-term care, follow-up care and rehabilitation» with patients requiring continual care following an acute situation, an accident or an operation, in order to restore their independence and facilitate their return home; and, finally, an internship in «individual or collective care, in a communal setting», that is to say in a kindergarten, a nursing home, a home care service, a home for the disabled, a health care reception centre, etc.

Each student is required to complete at least one internship in each of these categories and thus has the opportunity to discover a wide range of situations, approaches and personalities. A diversity that will enable her to enrich her healthcare culture and build her own identity. Little by little, she will be led to refine her image of the profession according to the models, situations or even patients that she encounters.

Each year, more than 30,000 students embark upon these studies. Men represent around 12% of the intake.
INTERVIEW WITH
NICOLAS PHILIBERT

How did this project come about?
I had been circling this idea for a while, when Providence sent me to do scouting: in January 2016, an embolism put me straight in the emergency room and then in an intensive care unit. That was the trigger. When I was back on my feet, I decided to make this film, as a tribute to healthcare staff, especially nurses.

Why did you choose to focus on the learning stage? After Le Pays des sourds (In the Land of the Deaf) and Être et avoir (To Be and to Have), what led you in that direction again?
Learning situations allow a director to film the foundations, highlighting what time and experience end up making imperceptible. When you see a nurse performing ordinary treatment, an injection or a blood test, say, it seems quite simple, it’s easy. Unless you’re in that line of work, you cannot imagine all the mistakes that she has learned to avoid, the rules of hygiene, the protocols, the thousand and one little things that dexterity has gradually erased. Filming classes and practical work sessions can be repetitive, funny, mysterious, comical or exciting, things sometimes hang by a thread, but from a dramaturgical point of view, it’s very fruitful. Seeing students grope, make mistakes and start again, following them in their efforts makes them appear closer and more human: will they succeed? How should they have gone about it? And would I be able to do the same? In short, we side with them, we can identify with them. And filming them learning also means filming desire. The desire to learn, to improve. The desire to graduate, to fit into society, to make oneself useful. The nursing profession is difficult, exhausting, poorly paid, often discredited within the hospital hierarchy, and yet it remains attractive and benefits from an excellent image in the mind of the general public. Indeed, this somewhat idealized image is often at the origin of the decision to become a nurse.

What made you choose the Institut de la Croix-Saint-Simon?
I wanted to shoot in Paris or in the inner suburbs, preferably not too far from home, so as not to lose too much time on the commute. I visited six or seven training institutes out of the sixty or so in the Île-de-France Region. The Croix-Saint-Simon team in Montreuil quickly became involved. The great cultural and social diversity of the students also played a role. In these days of retreat into nationalist
between their aspirations and this confrontation with reality, express their feelings, evoke what the encounter with illness produces in them, with specific patients, pathologies, types of care or technical gestures. These moments are all the more precious today because the world of healthcare, increasingly subordinated to management, to "efficiency", no longer seems to bother much about the feelings of carers, even though we know that the quality of healthcare depends to a large extent on the way it can develop it, on the possibility of expressing it in words, of putting their emotional experience at a distance.

The film does not directly denounce these economic aspects, nor the suffering of hospital staff, nor the catastrophic situation caused by under-funding and cutbacks in retirement homes... So what was your intention?

My project was not to make a film denouncing the situation, much less a pamphlet or a political piece. My intention? I feel fully in phase with André S. Labarthe, who said: "The enemy is intention" before adding, "Direction is what makes it possible to erase any trace of intention." Besides, films always say something else - and other things - than what we wanted to say, make them say, or thought they had said. They have to retain some secrecy and leave questions unanswered. The difficulties in our healthcare system and the pressures on caregivers, without being at the forefront, nonetheless form the background of the film. The instructors and students refer to them more than once, and it seems to me that the political dimension of the film is no less real. Giving future carers, who are destined to remain in the shadows, a voice, showing their determination, their dignity, but also their fears, doubts...
and fragility, is in itself a political process. The efforts and sacrifices that many of them have to make in order to pursue their studies - while working at the same time - are perceptible in the film. Moreover, the interviews they have with their "referents" allow us an insight into many aspects of the caregiver-patient relationship, a relationship that is by definition asymmetrical, in which the dimension of power, far from being anecdotal, must be worked on in order to be contained.

Weren't you tempted to reduce the number of protagonists and focus the film on three or four students?

That was discussed at the beginning, but we soon ruled out the idea. I couldn't see myself making a selection among the students, especially when most of the practical work is done in groups. Very quickly, on the contrary, I wanted to take advantage of the collective aspect. The social mix of the students was an asset for the film. It would allow me to paint a very contemporary portrait of our healthcare personnel and of France today. Among the students there are some that we recognize, we see them at the school, we find them in internships or in their interviews, but this is not systematic. The film is not based on that. I could also have chosen to film only students from the same class, the "first year" for example. It is true that they are the ones we see most in the first part, but in the internships and in the interviews we also see second and third-year students. Their internships are increasingly technical, with greater responsibilities. The film does not try to say explicitly where each student is in her journey, but in some interviews, we occasionally learn this from a turn of phrase.

When did the idea of constructing the film in three parts arise? Was it planned from the beginning?

Initially, I imagined that the film would switch back and forth between classes, internships and internship reports, but as soon as I started editing I realized that would unnecessarily complicate the story, and the idea of a construction in three parts, in three "movements", imposed itself. I like to use this word, usually reserved for music, because I think it clearly expresses how each part unfolds in a key and with a melody distinct from the other two. Moreover, this very simple narrative principle would allow me to create a kind of crescendo, with the film gradually gaining in intensity and emotion.

Do you think your presence altered the behaviour of the people you film? What impact did it have during the classes and practical sessions?

You have to try to be as discreet as possible, as unsettling as possible, but no matter how you do it, the presence of a camera, a boom or a crew, however small, always has an impact on reality. Personally, I film openly, with my presence clear to the person filmed. Sometimes, when people pretend not to see you, that's a little too obvious. So I tell them, "Pretend I'm here!" Therefore, in my films, people can glance at the camera. As long as such looks aren't too obvious, I don't mind. Why should we make the audience think we weren't there? A few days ago, in the exhibition devoted to him at the Cinémathèque française, I came across these words by Chris Marker which delighted me: "Was there ever anything more stupid than telling people, as they teach in film schools, not to look at the camera?" Of course, not everyone approaches the camera in the same way. At the Institute, out of all three years, a few dozen students did not want to be filmed. In certain situations, I therefore had to define a
There’s a lot to say. Each time you approach a reality, you discover its richness and complexity, your perceptions are shaken, the clichés vanish...

You operate the camera on your films yourself, you edit them...

I started operating the camera twenty-five years ago, during the shooting of Un animal, des animaux (Animals): the cameraman I was working with could not continue. Until then I had always worked with one. At first, I hesitated about replacing him, but finally decided to take the risk, with the complicity of an outstanding assistant.

Then the shooting of La Moindre des choses (Every Little Thing) came along and I chose to film it myself from A to Z. I was uneasy in the psychiatric clinic of La Borde and felt that the camera could both protect me and allow me to go towards people. Since then, I have never looked back: I have continued to film, I said that the location of their internship would not be revealed and invited them to observe the same rule. Of course, I also had to preserve the anonymity of the individuals and institutions involved.

How did you avoid all compassion and voyeurism?

You’ll notice that I was not the one conducting these interviews, but the institute’s instructors, ensuring the quality of the exchanges. For my part, when I felt that our presence might be detrimental to a student, I offered to stop filming. We did it once or twice. Editing took care of the rest. Filming someone also means imprisoning them, locking them in an image. You have to be careful what you leave behind. The film is one thing, but there’s the period that comes after it too.

How did this film change your perception of the nursing world?

As viewers, we can identify at times with the student nurses and at others with the patients...

That’s right. In our imagination, we go back and forth between the two, asking ourselves if we would feel capable of giving a shot, of cleaning a wound, and then, the next moment, thinking that in the event of a problem, we would like to be in the hands of a nurse who is sure of herself and experienced. Some of the footage at the hospital refers us back to our personal history, or to our loved ones. In our entourage, we all have relatives, friends who are sick, or who have been sick, and we know that we ourselves may one day be sick too. This is the way the film goes beyond its subject. As is often the case with me, the “subject” is, if not a pretext, at least a doorway. Beyond the apprenticeship of the nursing profession, the film speaks to us about our fragility, human fragility.

The third part of the film gathers very moving testimonies. How easy was it for students to tell their stories in front of the camera?

Those whose internships had gone well were quite happy to do it, but for those who had experienced difficulties, it was a little more complicated. Would they agree to talk about situations in which they were not necessarily to their advantage? A few refused, but most played along, so I ended up collecting about 60 interviews. I kept thirteen. So that they would not feel trapped, I undertook to leave the room before the interview was over, giving them a space to speak without witnesses. If they wanted to talk about something very personal, about dysfunction, abuse, injustice, hostility in a healthcare setting... they could do so after we left. Their words should not penalize them or turn against them. So that they would know that they were protected, I said that the location of their internship would not be revealed and invited them to observe the same rule. Of course, I also had to preserve the anonymity of the individuals and institutions involved.

Was it difficult persuading the patients to be filmed?

Almost everyone I approached accepted spontaneously. As soon as I explained what we were doing, they would say, “Go ahead! This is important! We need the nurses!” and so on. I never had to insist. Fortunately, because I hate that.

In the second part, among the internships, there is a sequence that contrasts with all the others. We are outdoors, there are no white coats, no medical equipment...

During their studies, nursing students are required to complete internships in different types of facilities: health centres, hospitals, schools, psychiatric hospitals, retirement homes, home care, etc. They thus learn not only to provide technical care but also other forms of accompaniment. Here, we are in a shared garden, in the heart of Paris, where patients and psychiatric nurses come to work every week. For me, it is an important scene, not only because it presents another facet of the nurse’s role, but because it is a good example of how personal relationships as such are an essential element of care.

As viewers, we can identify at times with the student nurses and at others with the patients...

That’s right. In our imagination, we go back and forth between the two, asking ourselves if we would feel capable of giving a shot, of cleaning a wound, and then, the next moment, thinking that in the event of a problem, we would like to be in the hands of a nurse who is sure of herself and experienced. Some of the footage at the hospital refers us back to our personal history, or to our loved ones. In our entourage, we all have relatives, friends who are sick, or who have been sick, and we know that we ourselves may one day be sick too. This is how the film goes beyond its subject. As is often the case with me, the “subject” is, if not a pretext, at least a doorway. Beyond the apprenticeship of the nursing profession, the film speaks to us about our fragility, human fragility.

The third part of the film gathers very moving testimonies. How easy was it for students to tell their stories in front of the camera?

Those whose internships had gone well were quite happy to do it, but for those who had experienced difficulties, it was a little more complicated. Would they agree to talk about situations in which they were not necessarily to their advantage? A few refused, but most played along, so I ended up collecting about 60 interviews. I kept thirteen. So that they would not feel trapped, I undertook to leave the room before the interview was over, giving them a space to speak without witnesses. If they wanted to talk about something very personal, about dysfunction, abuse, injustice, hostility in a healthcare setting... they could do so after we left. Their words should not penalize them or turn against them. So that they would know that they were protected, I said that the location of their internship would not be revealed and invited them to observe the same rule. Of course, I also had to preserve the anonymity of the individuals and institutions involved.

How did you avoid all compassion and voyeurism?

You’ll notice that I was not the one conducting these interviews, but the institute’s instructors, ensuring the quality of the exchanges. For my part, when I felt that our presence might be detrimental to a student, I offered to stop filming. We did it once or twice. Editing took care of the rest. Filming someone also means imprisoning them, locking them in an image. You have to be careful what you leave behind. The film is one thing, but there’s the period that comes after it too.

How did this film change your perception of the nursing world?

There’s a lot to say. Each time you approach a reality, you discover its richness and complexity, your perceptions are shaken, the clichés vanish...

You operate the camera on your films yourself, you edit them...

I started operating the camera twenty-five years ago, during the shooting of Un animal, des animaux (Animals): the cameraman I was working with could not continue. Until then I had always worked with one. At first, I hesitated about replacing him, but finally decided to take the risk, with the complicity of an outstanding assistant. Then the shooting of La Moindre des choses (Every Little Thing) came along and I chose to film it myself from A to Z. I was uneasy in the psychiatric clinic of La Borde and felt that the camera could both protect me and allow me to go towards people. Since then, I have never looked back: I have continued...
to shoot my films myself. When I first took up the camera, the idea was not to do the job better than a professional, with more “beautiful” or neater shots, but to have control over framing, so as not to give in to the temptation of showing everything; I felt that it was in this tension, this resistance, that things would be played out. Today, in the digital age, in the age of small cameras, of “total visibility” into which we are inexorably sinking and of the threats that weigh more and more on the private sphere, this question seems more important than ever: the frame, the border between what is in and off camera, is not only a matter of aesthetics, it is an ethical and political issue...

And editing?
I worked with an editor for a long time, but now I edit alone. I enjoy it very much. I need this lonely journey, this time facing myself. But I do have some accomplices. Every now and then I show them where I am. And for all the technical aspects, I have an assistant. As soon as I have a problem, I call him and he explains how to solve it.

Have the students and instructors seen the film? And, if so, how did they react?
As soon as the film was finished, we organized a screening for all of them at the Méliès in Montreuil. I was a little nervous. How would they react? What about the ones I cut in editing? During shooting, I had more than once had the opportunity to evoke these questions in front of them, to prepare them, to explain that montage obeys all kinds of considerations, that the director can end up discarding fantastic sequences... but there is a difference between theory and experience. Besides, when you have had the opportunity to participate in the adventure of a film and you see it for the first time, you experience that screening in a particular way, it’s normal: you wonder if you’re still in the film, you look out for the moments when you’re going to appear, etc. However, at the end of the screening, I was surprised to see that their reactions went far beyond their own presence. They were very sensitive to the general movement of the film, they found themselves in the words of others, recognized themselves in this collective portrait. For the students, as for the instructors, I have the impression that it has become “their” film.

Apart from the final credits, why is there no music in the film?
I saw no need to add any. The soundtrack is deliberately uncluttered. It is composed almost exclusively of direct sound, the grain of the voices. Not the slightest effect, no artifice. Formally it is a very simple film, without frills. I wanted us to keep as close to the words as possible.
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What to seize other than that which escapes us
What to see other than that which darkens
What to desire other than that which dies
Other than that which talks and tears itself apart?

Yves Bonnefoy
Du mouvement et de l’immobilité de Douve
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